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Large an- control moments and torqucs are devel- 
oped by controllably circulating a relatively small mass 
of liquid fu)through small diameter pipes mescrib-  
ing a large dmeter loop (lS$a,b). The loop m y  
thus generating and storing angular momentum, can 
thereby provide efficient cancellation of periodic, non- 
accumulatin& urternally induced rotational disturb- 
ances. The loopi@) is preferably located on or near the 
periphery of a structurc_t.re) which is to thus stabi- 1 
lized. 
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in the direction of saturation. In general, both these 
devices have storage caoabilities of about 6.0 ft-lb-sAb - -  
of flywheel, and operational energy requirements in the 
neighborhood of 50 watts/lOOO ft-lb-s. Advancements ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by an em- in material technology may produce composite 
flywheels with slightly greater capabilities, but unfortu- 
nately, problems with creep and material integrity re- 
duce the advantages of composites. 
Other system problems are of greater concern, how- 
lo evy. A space station class vehicle, ocean-going ship, 
ea., will have large momentum control requirements 
necessitating the use of many control moment gyros or 
reaction wheels. Each unit will ordinarily require indi- 
vidual control and will occupy useful structure area 
ployee of the United States Government and may be 
manufactured and used by or for the Government of the 
United states of America for governmental purposes 
without the payment of any royalties thereon or there- 
for. 
This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 779,742 fled 9/24/85 abandoned. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
to the StabhtiOn and l5 which might otherwise be used for more constructive 
control of large bodies* and more Particularly to the purposes. Furthermore, a nominal system reliability will 
efficient neutralization and damping of externally Or require either a very high unit reliability or the installa- internally originating periodic, non-accumulating tion of additional backup units. 
torqw to which such a may be subjected. Such Of perhaps even greater concern are the safety issues 
SF- are in wide use today* *O concerning rotor rupture confinement. High speed rup- 
for earthorbiting satellites. Thus, while the present will be particularly with to the surrounding structure, and jeopardize crew safety. 
space ea., it will be that Stringent safety requirements can therefore be expected 
the invention has 
trial applications. For small to moderate torquing requirements, elec- 
tromagnetic torquebars have been successfully used for 
platforms, or vehicles rquireJ that they be capable of complete, three axis andar momentum control. A 
in- attitude). Large structures in 30 ever, severely restrict its use for all by small amplitude 
low earth orbit, if not unifomdy balanced, are particu- d-turation torquing. 
larly susceptible to gravity gradient disturbance torques To summarizc. control moment wros, magnetic 
and to aerodynamic torques on one or more axes. In the torquers, and reaction wheels exhibit poor energy efi- 
general case, the three principal axes of inertia will not ciencies and, when reliability and safety issues are prop- 
k of equal magnitude. A space station orbiting with 35 erly addressed, inflict large weight penalties. 
one of its principle axes in the orbit plane will produce A need therefore remains for an efficient, light 
cyclic, nonaccumulating torques about the two outof- weight, reliable, and versatile momentum control 
P h e  and will Produce a biased, accumulating method and apparatus which can better meet the cyclic 
about the third axis 1-g in the Orbit P b e .  and periodic torquing and momentum compensation 
These constant disturbance torques will act 0x1 a StruC- 40 and management needs of an extended body, such as a 
momentum to fluctuate space station, ocean-going ship, and so forth. The 
accordin&'* The d o r e  Modic  constituent of this method and apparatus should preferably use less energy 
variation may have, in the case of a typical space station and be lighter in weight than prior art devices. 
configuratior~, an amplitude in the range of 15,000 to 
90,oOO ft-lb-s. The magnitude of angular momentum 45 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
buildup* Of will the degree Of Briefly, the present invention meets the above needs 
and purposes with a fluidic momentum controller tion imbalance. 
Ifa fJdc*attiwe, such a Solar inerfial attitude, which d i e s  a body, 89 a station, to be 
The hVClltiOll 
from 
systems for OCean-going ship to stabilization ture of these devices could cause substantial damage to 
even greater utility in 25 to cause system weights to increase substantially. 
me succou~ of future space 
controlling and -&g a desired orbital fight atti- torquebar's energy efficiency and system weight, how- 
(e.g., a 
and caw its total 
to bc maintainad, appropMte t'rqw be conmu& and in any desired stable attitude. 
about each axis to null *e gravitatiody and aerody- The present invention resists and counterbalances exter- 
-y torq- nally applied disturbance torques such as those pro- 
duced by aerodynamic and gravity gradients. 
T my biwd toques that exist will produce an 
momentum buildup necessitating repeated de- 
w attitude control jets, magnetic h described earlier, an extended body, such as a 
torqucra, or a similar system). 55 space station, will remain in a fixed position or at a fued 
iffor m w  disturbing mqUc there is an qual 
trol of a 4 sp.ce been provided and opposite restoring torque. The fluidic momentum 
by m t r o l  moment and don ne controller of the present invention genmtes this atti- 
devicQoperateonthegyroscopicprinciplesofsp-g tude controlling t o q w  with improved power and 
rotors, and are capable of pd-g control torques 60 weight ~ffiuency ovcx conventional device. The pres- 
and Storing an& momentum. A teaction wheel P- ent invention also has the capability to store large 
duces torque and stores angular momentum by corn- amounts of angular momentum. which can accumulate 
manding a change in rotor speed h u t  a fixed spin -. when a torque is consistently applied to a body over an 
control mOment gyros and double gimbal4 control extended period of time. The installation of the present 
moment gyros operate by attempting to rotate a con- 65 invention about the periphery of three different sides of 
stant S p e e d  rotor about a given axis, resulting in a torque such a space station will provide fast response time, 
which is perpendicular to both axes. When momentum three axis control of the structure. In addition, a fluidic 
saturation mu, no further torquing may be obtained momentum control system according to the present 
momentum llunaganent and attitude con- 
i 
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tion will be apparent from the following description, the 
acun~panying drawings, and the appended claims. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTlON OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a somewhat figurative schematic illustration 
showing au extarded s t r u c N e  or body to which a flu- 
i d i C m o M n t u m c O n ~ k S ~ a c c o r d u !  . gtothepres- 
ent mvmtion has becn attached; 
FIG. lA illllstrates a single plane fluid loop such as 
maybe attachd to one face of a large space strucrun; 
ing the pnfened corns pipe of a fluid 
loop; 
FIG.3isat2nm-m~ 'onal View of a fluid amducting 
pipehavingamkmm&am 'te bumper d th& ~USU- 
latiow 
FIG.4isacross-sectlonal ' View of a fluid conducting 
pipe having heat fidintinp fins attached to the outer 
TheJe aad other Objects and advrrntageJ Of the inven- 
10 
FIG. 2 is cnlptgal hgm~~w illustration Show- 
15 
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structure 14. The pump shown in a submersible turbine be used to modulate or reduce the net flow through the 
housed in an enlarged cross-sectional area which effec- loop. 
tively reduces operational flow velocity (e+, from Two variable speed, back-to-back or face-toface sin- 
around 10 fps to just a few fps), resulting in a significant gle direction pumps would also satisfy these require- 
improvement in pump efficiency and a reduction in 5 ments. While one was actively engages, the other impel- 
vibrations produced by turbulent fluid flow. Dimen- ler would passively free-spin. Reversing the roles 
Sions and performance Chmteristics shown are typical would reverse the flow direction. This method would 
for one face of the p r o m  mlta  space Station re- take advantage of the high efficiency, single direction 
fmcd to above. flow impeller. 
developed by the loops 15J 1% and 15b 10 Additional pumping methods include an induction 
will be dd-4 by the ram of acceleration and coil acting on a slurry of magnetic particles, thereby 
d d d o n  of the 2 them, and the angular avoiding the use of an impeller while allowing for varia- 
the fluid .,dkties in the loops at any given moment. Controller 30 may consist of an instrumentation pack- 
control -latiom and net vel&ties =& with 15 age having angular motion sensors and accelerometers 
a controller JO controh the of the for providing feedback data to computers for control- 
& upon reading the present swification, controller 30 ducers may also be included to monitor fluid tempera- 
may be any suitable, known stabilization controller, as is tures and pressures so that nominal conditions can be 
well known in the art, wmccted to control the pumps 2o maintained. 
according to such predetermined pumping/torque,- Operation of the fluidic momentum controller is rela- 
momentum Elatiodps as will be further developed tively simple. Consider a solar inertial case in which a space station 10 must remain fmed with respect to the 
sun. In this case, the rquirements represent the inte- below. 
ne 
mmentum in the loops will be de-4 by tions in S p e e d  and flow direction. 
pmp s. be undersM by those skilled in the hlg the fluid loops. ThermocOUpleS and pressure trans- 
Theflui~cmomentumwntrollersystemisthuscom- 25 pted effects of pvity Bradient and 
posed Of four basic com~nents: (l) the fluid carrying disturbance forces. disturbance torques begin to 20 attached to peiiphery Of the s t r u c ~ e  '?' alter the station's attitude, motion sensors in controller 
30 detect these deviations. The computers then process 
M porate preprogrammed inertial properties of the station 
thesystem. 10, and which then calculate the amount of corrective 
When torque is the pmp is in- torquing which each loop must provide the realign the 
structed to accelerate the fluid 22 within the pipe SO. As station. 
the fluid's vdk@ incrrases so too Suppose the computer has decided that loop 15a must -- The as 35 increase ita output torque. A command is given to pump 
a torque which acts OIL the fluid loop l5 Over an ex- S a  to accelerate the fluid to a higher velocity, thereby 
angular momentum. However, total angular momentum mentum. 
of the station 10 and A fluidic momentum controller can advantageously 
the fluid loop 15 must and OPpOSi* 40 perform other functions in addition to providing the 
torque to the station. The ultimate goal* of course, is to control torques and angular momentum storage neces- 
Produce enoush to P w k l Y  cancel all ex- sary for nulling disturbance torques and holding a struc- 
h- h & Y  m h g  the Station to remain ture's attitude. Such additional seMces include the 
inatielly fixed. As suggested above. for a structure such collection and nmoval of waste heat from on-board 
ditrerrnt, n o n - w d  faces of the station would be be provided, for example, by 
sut'licient to provide thra axis attitude control. strategically placed fluid raervoin 50 (FIGS. 7 and 8) 
In the P m f m d  embodiment, electric PumpS perfom located along the edge of a station and on or near a main 
the task of accelerating and maintaining the velocity of line. Fluids are then pumped into and out of various 
fluid. Even with h g e  control demnnQ a typical 50 tanlrs 50 to favorably alter the station's mass distribution 
s p r ~ e  ~ktfonn mtm is u r p e ~ M  to be in O ~ Y  the properties. me resulting improvement will reduce 
The pumpr could be of reversible or nonreversible flow A fluidic momentum antroller according to the 
&lPl A typical control mutine danand. revMble, 55 present invention is also ideally suited for absorbing 
V*le flow for each Of the loopk It is W b l e  that a large quantitia of waste heat from on-board systems, 
revasibk variable spad pump k g h t  satisfy both re- due to the sizable volumes of liquid that flow through 
qUiremmtr in a strightforward fashioa. However, unidi- & s y m  conduits 20 circumscribing the host struc- 
rrctiolul p m p  are d y  more dticient, and could ture 10. By attaching radiating fins 55 (FIG. 4) to these 
IIccornmod.te the quirements with a vdving system 60 long spans of pipe, a su~iciently large radiating surface 
such BI shown in FIG. 6. area CUI be made available for typical space station 
Refming to FIG. 6. valves 41, 42, 43, and 44 are o ~ t i o n s .  Fluid can be tap@ from the main line 20 
&off valves. Valve 45 u a modulating valve. Valve 46 (FIG. 9, circulated through a module's heat exchanger 
a bypass valve. Thus, for flow in one direction. valva 58, and then injected back into the line 20, providing an 
41 and 44 will be open, and valves 42 and 43 will be 65 effective heat sink for virtually any on-board system. 
C~OQcd. For reversed flow through the loop, valves 41 the fluidic momentum controller's working fluid 
and 44 will be c l o d ,  and valva 42 and 43 will be open. b abQ0- waste heat, it is then radiated into open 
In both valva 45 and 46, which are optional, can spefe through the walls of the pipe 20 and from the 
(*) the fluid (3) pump to -'crate and 
the Veldt)' Of the fluid a and (4) a combination Of this infomtion, control algorithms which incor- 
JcIuors and computing hardware 30 to 
its 
process can be 
@d of in the accumulation of producing torque and storing additional angular mo- 
15 must be consaved- 
an 
- BI th.t iuustrated FIG. 1, thra fluid loops located On 45 systans, and fluid baasting. 
Fluid 
4 to 2 hP =@* (RelLbitity Of coutse, @ent disturbance thenby maLing 
reqUire Qubl~ or hipk rrd~ndaqcy of t h ~ ~  devi-.) attitude control ea~ier to achieve. 
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 he opating principkbf a fluidic momentum con- 
troller arc quite similar to t h e  of a conventional con- 
trol moment gyro or d o n  wheel system. The circu- 
lation of fluid provides torque and momentum storage 
in much the same way that a flywheel does. However, 
instead of storing angular momentum in a high speed, 
d radius rotor, it is stored in a low circulation veloc- 
ity, large dirrmaa fluid loop. Thus a smaller, slower- 
moving mast3 at a much longa moment a m  is used 
rather than a lighter, v a y  rapidly moving mass on a 
VayShOltmomentarm. 
To analyze the flnid loop in greater detail, consider 
that the angular momclltpm of a fluid mass traveling in 
are?.nsplrrrpath=Yk&' L d  by summing the 
contnbotlon of each side. The cmtriiution of each side 
is simply the linear momentum of that-fluid element 
times thcmommt arm. Referring thm to FIG. 9, for a 
rectangular loop the angular momentum may be deter- 
mimd aa fo l low where 
= 5 U+)V i= I 
4.776.54 1 
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control. The same benefits will obtain for many terres- 
trial applications, such as stabilizing occart-going ships. 
The invention will provide thew results with less 
weight and less power consumption than conventional 
attitude maneuvering equipment. Its additional capabili- 
ties, which include station ballasting and thermal man- 
agement, make it an even more valuable and desirable 
device for such usu. 
The advantages of moving from high speed rotor 
type devices to a fluidic momentum controller system 
are numerous. First, performance capabilities such as 
high output torque, high energy efficiency, and low 
system mass, exceed by a large margin those of conven- 
tional control moment gyros and reaction wheels. Se- 
condly. due to the inherent simplicity of the system, 
reliability of the fluidic momentum controller can be 
very high. In contrast, the complexity of a multi-unit 
control moment gyro system tends to increase the de- 
velopment lead times. cost of fabrication, and system 
mass nec*LIIvy to achieve an acceptable reliability. To 
some extent, safety issues dictate control moment gyro 
reliability concerns. High spad rotors store a great deal 
of rotational energy and operate in a state of high en- 
ergy density. If a rotor failure occurs, either by loss of 
bearing containment or catastrophic fragmentation, the 
control moment gyro shroud can be breached. The 
resulting escape of high speed projcctile(s) can pose a 
sigdicant hazard to other control moment gyros, the 
s u r r o e g  stnrcturr,  and nearby personnel. The flu- 
idic momentum controller, on the other hand, openrtes 
at a low energy density level, thereby avoiding most of 
the risks associated with high energy density operation. 
A control moment gym system requires mounting on 
a vibration isolation platform, and occupies valuable 
area on the stnrcture being stabilized. The fluidic mo- 
mentum controlIer, on the other hand, is Iocated at the 
periphery of the structure, and due to its low opera- 
tional velocity, transmits little or no vibrations to the 
stnrcturr. 
The fluidic momentum controller's secondary func- 
tions arc perhaps just as valuable as its primary tagk of 
attitude control. During normal operation, large 
amounts of fluid flow about the periphery of the struc- 
ture. A fluid such as water possesses a high heat capac- 
ity which allows it to absorb heat energy readily. A 
module located anywhere along the fluid loop may tap 
into the line and expel its waste heat into the fluid 
through a heat exchanger. Attaching radiating fins to 
the pipes thcn permita rejection of this waste heat into 
the surrounding envinmmcnt. Thus, the fluidic momen- 
tum coatroller can also act as a heat sinwheat manage 
mcnt system. A space station's nccd for large radiator 
panels can be reduced or eliminated since the long 
lengths of pipe in the fluidic momentum controller will 
provide very large radiating surface areas for these heat 
rejection requirements. 
In addition, a fluidic momentum controller system 
~ l l  perfom the USeN taak of controlling fluid levels 
within various rescmoirs located along the lines. Inde- 
pendently varying a holding tank's fluid level at the 
from one part of the station to another. In this way, the 
spatial distribution of the fluid mass can be adjusted to 
optimize the station balance. This is very desirable since 
a more evenly balance station will result in reduced 
momentum storage demands, thereby making the flu- 
idic momentum controller's primary task less difficult. 
upense of another is equivalent to shifting large mBsK9 
10 
,-
With this discussion, it will now be seen that other 
uses and applications for the invention, and other meth- 
ods for pumping fldd (such as electric/magnetic, peri- 
staltic, and magnetic slurry pumping), are within the 
5 scope of the present invention. 
FIG. 10 illustrates the principles of electric/magnetic 
pumping. As an electric current 70 is passed through a 
conducting liquid 72 such as mercury, the charge carri- 
ers experience a magnetic deflecting force 73 according 
lo to the relationship F=qvxB. The field geometries of 
FIG. 10 dictate that the resulting cross product force is 
ditected along the pipe, thereby producing the desired 
Magnetic pumping can be produced by creating a 
traveling magnetic field which carries along with it a 
slurry of magnetic particles immersed within the fluid 
to be pumped. 
Peristaltic pumping can be produced with the flexible 
tubing 80 and roller assembly 82 illustrated in FIG. 11. 
2o Very precise, low velocity flow rates may be achieved 
with this method. A smaller fluid loop using peristaltic 
pumping could, when used in conjuction with a large 
capacity loop, provide a dead band pointing capability 
25 of essentially any desired tolerance by controlling the 
total angular momentum to within fractions of a ft-lb-s. 
Stabilization of a large floating platform or vessel 90 
could be accomplished with a fluidic momentum con- 
troller system (see FIG. 13). For example, a single loop 
of dimensions 90' x 200' x 16" could develop the follow- 
ing control performance: 
pumping action. 
Pipes could be constructed of common plastic materi- 
als so that their empty weight in a stowed configuration 
92 would be low. In the submerged or operational mode 
93 (see FIG. J3). pipe weight would be negligible since 
the specific gravity of plastics is close to 1.0. With three 
of these loops and their driving pumps attached to a 
rigid platform, all three axes, roll, pitch, and yaw, can 
45 be controlled and provide a high degree of angular 
stability. Such a platform might be useful for offshore 
stellar observations, oceanographic studies, or could be 
used as a stable offshore landing strip for long range 
aimaft. 
The fluidic momentum controller might also prove 
useful an an active controller for large buildings during 
an earthquake. Applying a luge control moment to a 
deflecting structure can help reduce bending loads and 
perhaps avoid major structural damage. Batteries could 
55 supply pump power demands for the few required min- 
utes, thereby eliminating reliance for operation upon 
the civil power grid. 
The use of exotic fluids such as helium I1 might prove 
useful for fluidic momentum controller use. Theoreti- 
60 cally, this supercooled cryogenic fluid, called a "super- 
fluid'*, can pass around and through restrictions without 
transfer of linear momentum in a full flow condition. 
Stated simply, fluid frictional losses are strictly zero. 
Sice liquid helium I1 loosa it superfluid characteristics 
65 above a few degrees Kelvin, the mgineeMg challenge 
for a fluidic momentum controller user would be to 
achieve high speed pumping while maintaining the flu- 
id's cryogenic integrity. 
45 
55 
